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Round 16 Results
A Grade

C Grade

Golden Grove

12

13

85

Golden Grove

3

3

21

Walkerville

11

7

73

Old Ignatians

12

12

84

D Grade

B Grade
Golden Grove

8

6

54

Golden Grove

2

8

20

Walkerville

8

7

55

Old Ignatians

14

11

95

Golden Grove

5

0

30

Modbury

4

13

37

Under 18s

Footy News
Girls’ Maccas Talent Shield

Woolworths Mark of the Year

All girls under 15 years of age who live in the
Norwood zone encouraged to play in the upcoming U14 and U16 Maccas Talent Shield.

Help GGFC win Woolworths vouchers by
uploading a great mark to Instagram or Twitter using the hashtag #WooliesSuperMark
and tagging @7AFL.

First training starts Thursday 4 August from
4:15 to 5:30pm.
Interested girls can register on the night or
via the SANFL website.
Contact Scott Smith on 0419932038 or
scott.smith@downergroup.com for more info.

Also don’t forget to use the GGFC hashtag
“#goburras”!
Each week the winning entry will be featured
on Channel 7’s Game Day.

Application for Social Membership
Fee for 2016 - $35 Single or $60 Family
($1.00 off for alcoholic drinks and 50c off non-alcoholic drinks)
To be forwarded with application to: Golden Grove Football Club,
PO Box 1238, Golden Grove Village, SA, 5125
Website: ggfc.com.au
Surname:___________________________________________________________

Given Names:________________________________________________________
Address:____________________________________________________________
Contact Number:_______________________Mobile:_________________________
Email address:________________________________________________________
Date:________________________________ Signed:_________________________

Golden Grove
Football Club is
a member of:

Level 3 Member:

Proud Member of :

Under 6 Green
The Green Kookies were home to Walkerville this week on a slightly overcast Sunday morning, but with the late
time slot (10.40 start), the sun had time to show itself and we were away to a tight, brutal, gripping encounter. Walkerville were perhaps our strongest opposition yet and the first quarter saw only one goal each kicked, the ball constantly being repelled from each team’s half back line.
Walkerville’s second quarter was stronger than ours, getting them a few kicks away, but we had winners starting to
emerge. Annelise was in the thick of things as always, but Ethan had his best game for the club for sure, marking
strongly and cleanly on at least six occasions, and then driving the ball long towards goal.
After half time, we dominated the rest of the match, perhaps scoring some seven goals to about three. Caillin, our
captain who was sick over night, still put his hand up and got nice possessions; Billie was rough and tough at the
ball and grabbed many hard balls to kick long, Jarvis finished nicely many times and Tucky started getting involved,
with marks and kicks.
Ethan unselfishly hand balled to Thomas, who kicked it along the ground under three players legs. When the ball
popped out, it had emerged at full forward for another sausage roll.
Mason Easter finished some nice work on the goal line, and then went and got the umpires flags to let everyone
know that it was a major. Classic memories to last a life time. Mason Maynard had a good game, with some good
marks, and Jet is continuing to improve on his kicking with a number of long kicks.
Alexander’s brother was playing at Ingle Farm and so he didn’t make it to our game until half time, but kicked two
goals in two minutes when he joined his team mates. One was a gorgeous piece of running play, around opposition
before bombing from range. Annelise kicked a goal from one foot inside the forward third, and Brodie led wide all
day to create space, which helped give his teammates time and space as well. Archie got some nice hard ball gets
and Jacob Frencham and Hayden had some impressive big kicks. Jacob Day, too, was very aggressive at the ball,
creating pressure at all times to create fumbles that we could capitalize on.
Overall, it was hard to find a player who missed out in what was our strongest game yet against solid opposition.
Well done Green Kookies!

Under 7 Blue
Round 12 saw U7 Blue travel to Pooraka under lights at Pooraka oval.
Conditions were an improvement from the previous week but the temperature was certainly very cool.

With school back and rather inclement weather, training numbers were
a little on the low side but those that attended had a good session with
plenty of enthusiasm, voice and some good skills. The drills at training
again focussed on focusing staying alert, improving ball skills and team
work. As usual, the session finished off with a scratch match were the
kids again showed good enthusiasm and good skills. It was also pleasing to see a number of handballs being incorporated into the game to
move the ball as well as to bring others into the game.
Our numbers were strong this week and actually had 16 boys for the game which meant we had to factor our rotations needed to incorporate one player on the bench. Regular assistant coaches Scott and Darren were back and
were assisting with marshalling the boys.
The focus areas that were highlighted before the game were: to man up, be competitive/first to the ball and to opt
for smart kicks. For tonight’s game our captain was Kadin.
The game commenced under extremely cold and blustery conditions with a very strong wind favouring the southern
end. Pooraka got the jump early and were able to move the ball from the middle into their forward lines where they
were able to have a number of shots on goal. As the quarter went on the boys in the middle tightened up their defence and Brandon, Sam, Lachlan and Louis were able to apply pressure and win a number of 50/50 balls to send
the ball deep into our forward lines. Up forward Kadin and Cooper were both busy with Cooper able to kick truly for
a goal. Down the other end of the oval in defence, Joshua and Joseph were both active creating lots of pressure
and winning a number of possessions.
Quarter time came and which gave the boys a chance to grab a drink and try to warm up. The focus at quarter time
was to encourage the boys to just play footy and get their hands on the footy. Rotations completed and we were
ready to go for the 2nd quarter. As the quarter commenced, the conditions were certainly not improving with the
temperature plummeting. After having the first quarter off, Jayden started the quarter well winning a number of possessions in the forward lines and kicking truly to score an early goal. Others in the forward line being very busy and
both scoring goals were Jamison and Jack. In the midfield Blake and Louis very both very busy winning a number of
solid possessions were they were able to move the ball into our forward lines.

Half time came which gave all involved to try and warm up a little, grab a
drink as well as an orange. The message at half time was to continue to
man up and be first to the ball. As the 3rd quarter commenced Jayden,
Joseph and Jack all started well in the midfield moving the ball deep into
our forward line where Austyn was very busy taking two strong marks,
whilst fellow forwards Sam and Louis were both able to kick truly and
score goals. At the other end of the field our strong play in the midfield
and forward lines didn’t see the ball in our defence area that often for the
quarter, this allowed Ben to create some interesting moves to try and
keep warm When the ball was present, Ryan was able to take to strong
marks and move the ball back into our midfield.
Three quarter time came and the conditions were certainly cold but the boys were excited and keen to play our last
quarter under lights for the year. Our midfield started well winning a number of loose balls and being able to send
the football into our forwards where Rylie collected a number of possessions and Cooper was again busy slotting
through two goals and it was great to see Ryan win the footy and kick truly to score his first goal for the U7 Blue
Kookaburra’s. As the final siren blew, we congratulated the other team for a great game and then sang the club
song.
Tonight we played yet another well experienced team however it was pleasing to see that I feel that we played one
of our best games for the season. Apart from early in the first quarter when Pooraka got the jump and moved the
ball quickly from the midfield, the boys stuck to the game plan and played impressive team football. Our next game
will see us back at Harpers Field to play our last home game of the season against Mawson Lakes. GO BURRAS!

Under 8 Gold
This would be another one of our toughest matches this season. Last year Modbury really showed us how to be
physical. But this year we were much better prepared. We haven’t been playing the best footy lately, so we discussed how strong we’d need to be at training – come to play well and we need to ALL bring our ‘A’ game.
It was a touch drizzly when we arrived at Harpers Field, but as we set the ground up, the sun came out and scared
off any chance of rain – great, we can use our skills today!!
Craig Bradshaw and The Super Dads’ got the team ready with a physical warm up. They had the tackle and bumping bags out to wake the team up. We haven’t had a good first quarter for many weeks and today, we couldn’t afford
to start slow against The Hawks.
Harry SLATS Slater was skipper for the day. He went to toss the coin as we all came in to read the team out.
SLATS came in, ‘I won the toss, we’re kicking to the Western End’ Great start Harry!! When the team was read out,
it was time for a good old fashion ‘G’ Up! Today is the day, you need to show me your best. Today is the day you
show me your heart. You need to be brave. You must be tough. You have to be fearless. Who’s gonna stand tall
and fight hard all game? WE ARE!! Who’s gonna be first at the ball? WE ARE!! Who’s gonna show me how tough &
brave they are? WE ARE!! Who’s Golden Grove Under 8 GOLD?! WE ARE!!! Come on Kookaburras!!!
We took the field and got to our positions early – this always puts the other coach under pressure. An interesting
fact: For the first time in our short footballing history our tallest player was taller than the umpire! Modbury were
short of players, so Riley Rosenburg helped them out in the first quarter. We were ready, we looked fired up, let’s
get this show on the road.
From the first bounce The Mighty Kookaburras showed they’d come to play. Great big tap from BIG BRODES Murphy got us under way with a swoop from Hamish HAMMER Pullen, great pass into the forward lines – GOAL!!
That’s the start we wanted!! But The Hawks got that one back immediately. Then the next. Remember to play in
front of your opponent Kookaburras. Down in the Men’s department we welcomed back Oliver WARDY Ward who
worked hard to pressure their forwards. BRODES got on the end of a loose ball and booted the ball forward again,
mark to Kyan SCHMITA Smith (playing in front) handball off to the skipper – Goal!! We’re back!!
At quarter time, the message to the team was an easy and clear one: Do exactly what you’ve been doing; no easy
kicks for them, pressure them, play in front and keeping working & fighting hard. Keep at them. Don’t worry about
how much bigger they are, keep playing in front and they can’t get the ball. Let’s go Kookaburras!

The second quarter started and again, we drew first blood. Caleb LIL’BUDDY Zanker was smashing in again and
took a few great marks this quarter and worked well with his team mate SCHMITA with great little handballs. Sam
SAMMY Carter is showing great improvement these last few weeks – no longer afraid to mix it with the tough stuff –
he gets is own ball now. But the Hawks were on top. Our backline were under the pump all quarter, but managed to
hold off many attacks. Alby AB Bradshaw lead the way with some outstanding skill work along with bringing his
team mates into the game with passing by hand & foot. Mitchy WEBBY Webb was like a ninja, he kept on finding
space with no one around him. Emily SCHULTZY Schulz also did a great job along with HAMMER again showing
his consistency. It was slim pickings up forward but with the limited opportunities we had Bailey CASE Casey slot
one through and Adam BARNES Barnett put his after burners on, took off into space and scored a great goal, keeping us in the hunt.

At the long break it was time for a rest AND for marshmallows!! I think there’s something in marshmallows that gives
us a little more than a red snake – perhaps it’s just because they’re so delicious!! But lift us, they surely do!
The third quarter started and Lachly ANDO Anderson made a big impact. Lachy dominated proceedings along with
CASE this quarter and managed to force the momentum our way again. Up forward Jayden JACKO Jackson was
finally using his height to advantage with a couple big strong marks and a sausage! In the centre Riley BURGAS
Rosenburg really tried hard in the clinches along with Nate SKINS Atkinson – who I think is just about to turn a corner. But we had a thorn in our side this quarter who goes by the name: SCHULZY!! Emily helped out Modbury this
quarter and dominated in their backline. We couldn’t get it passed her – We’ll have to change her nickname to THE
WALL I think!
Three quarter time and it felt like the wind had blown out of our sails. One more quarter of great footy. We know we
run games out well – we never give up. They’re puffed too. We have our beaks in front, so spread your wings and
fly Kookaburras!! Who’s gonna smash in this last quarter? WE ARE! Who’s gonna run a muck this last quarter? WE
ARE! Who’s gonna fight this quarter? WE ARE!! Who’s Golden Grove Under 8 GOLD? WE ARE!!!!!!
The last quarter started and The Mighty Kookaburras showed who was were the fitter, tougher and braver side. It
was all one way traffic. Riley Baker (who we’d missed for a couple weeks) set the scene and dominated the last
quarter in the guts. He jumped on the ball, got up shrugged off everyone around him only to hand ball to a team mate in space – we were away. Up forward everyone got in on the act. WEBBY found space and I think finished with a
sausage of his own. SCHULZY turn her game upside down from being a force down back to bagging a goal, BIG
BRODES almost jagged one whilst HAMMER and our skipper SLATS put on a show. Rylan WHITS Whitwell in the
centre waited all game to finally show us his dash with a great run and carry and down back was like being on holiday. I could’ve sworn I saw a few of our team playing on iPads? Anyway, it was pretty cruisy down there.
In summary, there are only a handful of games I personally put up there as games I really want us to compete hard
in. Pretty much all the sides from last year that I think we should’ve played better in. Modbury was one of those
games. As a coach I am extremely proud of our team today. Our tenacity, our toughness, our bravery really fires me
up (I hope I don’t show that too much though) some of the individual and team efforts today was so inspiring. It’s in
games like this our players can find more confidence in their own ability and for a strong physical contest. Some of
our team didn’t want to play on the big kids I put them on, but on each occasion, our players came off best.
We have three more games left this season – next week is another one of those games – this Friday night against
Walkerville. They absolutely towelled us up last year and they’re another big side. But if we keep bringing our ‘A’
game like we did today – they won’t know what hit them.
Who’s Golden Grove Under 8 GOLD?! WE ARE!!! Go Kookaburras!!

Under 9 Green
This week we took on Salisbury North on their smaller side oval, adjacent to their
main ground on Sunday morning. Under 9 Green travelled to Para Hills for what
we thought was going to be a tough competition. Indy was celebrating his 50th
game and the boys were keen to give him a win.
We started the first quarter with a strong midfield and very attacking forward line.
Angus’ tap out of centre gave us first use of the ball and the start of a bag of
goals for Indy. Caleb took a strong mark in front of goal and slotted it through.
The intensity from the boys to get inside the contest and get their hands on the
ball first has been really good over the last few weeks and today was no different.
The second quarter was much the same. Kam had a nice opportunity in the deep
pocket, and pulled off an Eddie Betts miracle scoring an awesome goal. Ryan
then wanted in on the action, playing on from the boundary line he managed to
squeeze one through the sticks. Alex also decided to get involved booting a goal
from the centre. Our midfield was still dominating and our backs were like a brick wall keeping Para Hills scoreless.
However the quarter definitely belonged to Indy scoring the majority of his goals in this quarter – six goals and four
near misses.
Our newer boys Hayden, Thomas, Christian have developed nicely over the last few games and have learnt to put
their body over the ball and this has resulted in them getting more involved in the game.
It is an absolute joy to watch this team play from the side lines. The boys are developing into exceptional young
sport’s men. The way each of them come together to celebrate their team mates’ goals and congratulate each other with pats on the back is demonstrating a bond that is forming and will stay with them forever.
Scorers: Indy 11.5, Ryan 4.0, Louis 3.0, Harley 2.2, Zach 1.2, Jace 1.1, Kam 1.0, Jordan 1.0, Alex 1.0, Caleb
1.0, Evan 1.0, Blake 0.1, Logan 0.1

Under 9 Blue
This week we took on Salisbury North on their smaller side oval, adjacent to their main ground on Sunday morning.
We dialled back the pre-game address to the boys to simplify the instruction to “Just get the ball and the rest will
sort itself out” and also made some modifications to the midfield layout due to the larger ground being available,
pushing a couple of the midfield players out to the sides to act as wingmen.
Thomas Hobbs still on a high from his 50th game in round 10 exploded in the first quarter and was unstoppable
clearing the ball from the ruck contests and even collecting his own kicks down the field as he followed up from his
previous disposal of the ball. Also impressive in the opening term was Haydos, with a great shepherd giving his
teammate Jordie some extra time to settle and kick a goal.
Aussie attempted a long bomb from the centre square and with the ball tumbling towards the goal line James, who
was chasing his first ever goal, saw an opportunity and took off after the ball to try and finish off the power play but
unfortunately ran out of space with the ball being rushed over the line. James did however succeed in his mission
during the final term slotting the ball between the big white posts and kicking his first ever goal for GGFC, well done!
Our midfield drive enabled the Burras to kick three goals during the opening quarter and set the tone for the rest of
the game with the boys staying positive and keeping the momentum for the majority of the game.
The real key to the team’s success this week was our rebound game plan, with a couple of our boys staying out of
the contest and opening up our forward line. Being that kick and a half back on the defensive enabled the boys to
be ready to receive the ball from any turnover with the opposition having no one else to kick to. This enabled the
boys to continuously push the ball back into our forward line and also opened up the play and allowed the ball to
move freely.
We definitely still have some work to do with our second and third efforts to the contest and our attack on the ball in
regards to stealing and also smothering opponents kicks, but this game was by far the best team effort we have
seen from our group all season.
Scorers: Josh Bishop 2.0, James Manhire 1.1, Mike Falzon 1.0, Brodie Hoyle 1.0, Jordie Sherburd 1.0

Under 10 Gold
It was great to see a fantastic turnout to the quiz night from the under 10 Gold parent group! It really was a great
night and it was extra impressive to see all of the parents get to the Sunday game vs Athelstone on time. Well done
parents!
It was always going to be a tough match against Athelstone, but I could tell from the moment that they turned up
that they were ready to play. Wyatt Dymmott won the toss as captain this week with Danial Cowie as Vice-Captain
and elected to kick with a slight wind. We knew that we needed to get a good start and it was important the we got
the ball out of the middle early and it was Brodie Leisavnieks that got the ball out of the ruck contest tapping the ball
straight down the throat of our on ballers who got the quick kick forward. On one occasion during the match Brodie
took a contested mark running full pelt at the footy and with a long kick penetrated the ball into the forward line. I
have been impressed by Brodie’s improvement to take the mark on the run. Great game Brodie! It was great to see
Jakson Ray and Zach Pope attack the ball furiously, their ability to get the ball out of the pack to players in better
positions really setup the game in the first quarter.
The second quarter was impressive Wyatt Dymmott played a fantastic captains game leading from the front and
getting to the contest first winning the ball from the opposition. We had been practicing spoiling during the week and
it was excellent to see Wyatt spoiling from behind, no one could beat him on the day. Great game Wyatt! We were
moving the ball nicely into the forward line but the way the boys executed the game plan was exciting to watch. The
big players Tom, Brodie, Xander when in a marking contest were able to bring the ball down to the front of the pack

were we had a crumbing players like Riley, Josh and Danial
Cowie. All three players were particularly strong in their positions
always competing hard and manning up tightly in the backline.
Tom played a selfless game particularly when he played the centre half forward position his reading of the play and moving up
the ground to be in the right position created a lot of forward
movement for us. Xander also played an outstanding match with
his lighting speed he was able to hit our team mates on the chest
with precision passing. Tom and Xander both finished with a goal
each. Well done guys!
As the third quarter continued we set ourselves a goal to make
sure we played four quarters of great football. Talan Cooper played an absolute blinder, his work rate working back
to support his team mates was brilliant and then the effort to continue up the ground really impressed. Jack Lavender took a great mark in front of goal and effortlessly slotted the ball through for a goal. Cael Gursoy was able to out
run his opponents on numerous occasions kicking the long and slotting through three goals for the day. Cael’s determination on the day was outstanding. Great Game Cael! Danyle Dobbie and Tyson Durdin continued their great
form, both players ability to work hard at the contest and with accuracy pin point targets was exceptional for this age
group. But it was the little things that these guys are bringing to their game which is helping them step up a notch.
Danyle laid a couple of great Sheppard’s that allowed team mates to get in the clear and Tyson although he really
wasn’t in the contest made the extra effort to effect the spoil dropping the ball to the ground for the crumbers to
gather. Both players on occasions could have kicked goals but elected to pass to the top of the square to players in
better position. Greg Coopers support on the day was excellent! Jack Moss and Isaac Luders played excellent
games, Jack was hard at the ball getting the ball out of the packs and Isaac continued his form on one occasion
weaving around couple of would be tacklers to quick a great goal.
It was important for us to finish the game off strong and it was great to see Ben McGregor own the back line, Ben’s
defensive game was outstanding his attack on the footy made it extremely tough for the opposition and his ability to
read the play was very impressive. But it was Jayden, Alex and
Daniel Hewitt that really finished the game off strongly, Jayden particularly was outstanding all match his ability to take the ball on the
half forward line and turn his player inside out and then quick the
goal was excellent to watch. Alex played his usual tough match,
when Alex was in the middle he dominated the clearances and his
tackling kept the pressure right on the opposition. Daniel Hewitt
played another good game his ability to pick the ball of the ground
with one grab has allowed for him to use his speed and get through
the opposition easily.
Overall it was an outstanding match with all players playing their
role. I was very proud of how the boys played and particularly how
everyone in the team celebrated after the match. Great work Burras.
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